Similarly, as one of the languages in the world, English also has variations known as American, British, Australian, Indian, and the others. American English is particularly not spoken in its continent of the fifty states only, but also is generally adapted and studied by people around the world. English Department students of Lambung Mangkurat University also learn and acquire American English.
maintain, and save face during conversation, is carried out in a speech community (p.405). Referring to the work of Brown and Levinson, Wardhaugh (2006) wrote that:
Positive politeness leads to moves to achieve solidarity through offers of friendship, the use of compliments, and informal language use: we treat others as friends and allies, do not impose on them, and never threaten their face. On the other hand, negative politeness leads to deference, apologizing, indirectness, and formality in language use: we adopt a variety of strategies so as to avoid any threats to the face others are presenting to us.
Based on the definitions and the classifications, it can be defined that politeness is the way a particular expression used between speakers, it marks the relationship of the first person and the interlocutors in which the connection might bring positive or negative politeness.
B. Personal Subject Pronouns
The geographical distribution of politeness distinctions in personal pronouns all over the world is different as it is found in dialect atlas. Indonesia belongs to the category of avoiding direct pronoun for the second person as in anda or you (Wales, 2004) . Also, he stated that in addressing another, the choice of name which you use for the other depend both on your knowledge of exactly who that other is (e.g. his or her age and lineage) and on the circumstances of the meeting. Moreover, he mentioned that a variety of social factor usually governs the choice or terms: the particular occasion; the social status or rank of the other; sex; age; family relationship, occupational hierarchy; transactional status; race; or degree of intimacy. The choice is sometimes quite clear; when racial or caste origin is important in society that is likely to take preference; and so on.
According to Kartomiharjo (1979, p.186) , in Indonesia the choice of personal pronoun (PP) reflect the identity and the relationship of the interlocutors Further, in his study (1979, p.128-171 ) about communicative codes in East Java, he listed that that choice of Personal Pronoun (PP) might be used in official and unofficial situation, depends on the degrees of intimacy, social status, age, sex distinction and marital status.
C. The Banjarese Personal Subject Pronouns
Banjarese has the politeness distinction like Javanese' unggah-ungguh, but it is specifically a matter of distinction in personal pronoun politeness. As a matter of fact, the Banjarese level of politeness is specifically seen on the use of personal pronouns -first, second and third.There are different variants of the politeness level for first and second pronouns as it is shown in Table 1 below. From the table, it can be seen that singular first and second person pronouns have three variants -ulun, aku, unda (I) and aku, ikam, nyawa (you). In terms of singular third person pronoun, only two alternates exist. Those are sidin and inya. There is quite more or less the same terms used for the plural ones. The pronoun used shows the level of closeness of the speakers.
Beside those variants of personal subject pronoun, there also other pronouns which might be still in use. Saurang ini and Kita ini are used by speakers who does not have a long-standing relationship with one another or on the contrary. For example between two people who meet at the airport waiting room or two close friends who are involved in a conversation as in the sample sentence:
Mun saurang ni asa kada yakin nang itu jukungnya. Terms of address kaka and ading can also be pronouns when the speakers and the interlocutors have a very strong relationship. The lexical meanings of kaka and ading are 'brother' and 'sister' in a family terms. In this relation, both are used as the polite terms in a male-female love relatioship, as in: Kaka ini sudah lawas handak wan ading (I have been in love with you for quite some time). The speaker addresses himself as kaka, and the second person (listener) as ading, indicating the subject and the object of sentence respectively.
D. The American English Personal Subject Pronouns
Richards and Schmidt (2002) in Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics defined that personal pronouns is the set of pronouns which represent the grammatical category of PERSON, and which in English is made up of I, you, he, she, it, we, they, and their derived forms (e.g. me, mine, yours, him, his, hers, etc.).
English does not have politeness distinction in Personal Pronoun. Whatever the situation or context and whoever the interlocutor is, the pronouns used are the same. There is no change in terms of distinguishing the speakers. It is surely poles apart with the Banjarese personal subject pronouns which are categorized into three levels of politeness.
III. METHOD

A. Research Design
This research combines the quantitative and qualitative design in order to come into a conclusion. Both types of data are meant to support each other. This plan of mixed method is so-called Convergent Parallel Design. The quantitative data collection and the qualitative one are simultaneously collected, merged and used to make a conclusion of a research problem. The interpretation of the findings brings the conclusion of a comparison study strengthening the quantitative and qualitative result.
B. Sources of Data and Sampling Technique
The subjects of the research are English Department students of Lambung Mangkurat University Banjarmasin. The random sampling technique is applied by asking 100 respondents to fill out the questionnaire A and B. The respondents are taken randomly due to their willingness to participate and limited to the English Department students of Lambung Mangkurat University Batch 2012. From 100 pieces of questionnaire distributed, the respondents are categorized into to those students who use Banjar Kuala Dialect and Banjar Hulua Dialect in their formal or informal conversation. The categorization is based on the students' origin and place of birth.
To support the decision whether one is a dominant Banjar Kuala Dialect or Banjar Hulu Dialect speaker, some words in both dialects are asked to him / her to choose. Knowing or ever using certain word(s) might show that he or she is influenced or a speaker of a particular dialect. As a result, it is found out that 37 samples of respondent are Banjar Kuala Dialect and 24 samples are Banjar Hulu Dialect. It means that, out of 100 questionnaires, the rest 29 respondents do not qualify as a dominant native speaker of particular dialect.
For questionnaire C, only 40 students from Batch 2012, taken randomly, are asked to fill it out. They know how to speak English even though they have different levels of ability. In addition, their length of time in learning English is more or less the same, around 7 -9 years since elementary school or junior high school to university. In terms of gender, the respondents are male and females. All in all, those samples are analyzed differently between the speakers of Banjar Kuala Dialect or Banjar Hulu Dialect and the English as a Foreign Language (EFL) speakers.
C. Data Collection
The technique of data collection is questionnaire and the instrument used is questionnaire as well. There are three questionnaires used and the content validity is investigated by the researchers by extracting the ideas into indicators as it can be seen in the Table 3 .1. The first two questionnaires are used to gather data about the use of Banjarese personal subject pronoun and the last questionnaire is to investigate the American English one. The first one (A) is the questionnaires which asked about the use of Banjarese personal subject pronoun among the BKD and BHD speakers. It is in form of open-ended questionnaire. The rest two questionnaires (B and C) are ones which asked respondents to state their knowledge related to the use of Banjarese and American personal subject pronoun.
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The data collection was conducted in September and November 2013 during the Odd Semester of 2013 / 2014 Academic Year. The individuals involved in collecting the data are the researchers themselves in order to ascertain that the data needed are feasibly obtained.
D. Data Analysis
The data from the questionnaire is analyzed by using simple descriptive statistics that is measures of central tendency (sum). Statistical analyses that include the thematic counts are conducted and the calculation is manually carried out. The data will be analyzed quantitatively, by counting the number of most chosen option, and qualitatively, by interpreting the numbers into words and concluding the responses on some open question items in the questionnaire. The presentation of the data is in form of tables and chart with the help of Microsoft Excel 2013.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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This part presents the results from the data collection and the interpretation of the findings. All the data gathered are tabulated and simplified in some tables and analyzed simultaneously. It starts from the presentation of both languages' use of the 1 st , 2 nd , and 3 rd personal subject pronoun. The analysis based on the findings follows afterward.
A. The Use of American English Personal Subject Pronoun and Its Politeness
Pronoun is used quite often whether in oral or written form of communication in English. The use of various pronouns needs a concern because there might be a condition which some people are unable to use the pronouns appropriately. The findings on the use of the American English personal subject pronouns are presented in Table 2 below. Based on the data presented in Table 2 , it can be seen that only the 1 st personal pronoun which is correctly mentioned by all respondents. Other pronouns might still bring confusion to the students / respondents. Based on the result of the questionnaire (A), some students did not have a clear knowledge on distinguishing between the 1 st , 2 nd , and 3 rd Personal Subject Pronouns. It can be seen that out of 40 respondents, only 9 persons answered the questions related to determining the English 1 st plural personal subject pronoun we correctly. Similarly, pronoun they only gets 12 respondents who answered the question about it correctly. On the contrary, plural pronoun you is not quite recognized by the students because more respondents incorrectly determined it as a plural form. It is a similar case with pronouns we and they.
In relation with the politeness, the situation, the degree of intimacy, the marital status, the occupation, the age and the sex are predicted to be the factors that might differentiate the use of the personal subject pronoun. However, in American English, and probably other varieties of English like British and Singaporean, does not distinguish the use of its pronoun in terms of politeness. The data on the use of American English personal subject pronoun related to the respondents' knowledge does not show a satisfying results seeing from a few point of view as the number is precisely shown in Table 3 . There are 11 students who think that the American English personal subject pronouns are used differently in official and unofficial situations. In terms of degree of intimacy, marital status, occupation and age, the understanding is better because less than 25% of the respondents believe that there are different pronouns used when those points are involved. Therefore, such belief -or guess-is not correct because the use of the American English personal subject pronouns does not differentiate those aspects or points. There is a slight relief that more than half of the respondents understand that the American English personal subject pronoun stress on the importance of sex consideration or gender oriented. Although not all pronouns are reflecting the specific description of a gender, students' correct understanding on the different use of he, she and it might already help them in using English. Unfortunately, there are 16 students who are not conscious that sex categorization exists in English pronoun use.
B. The Use of Banjarese Personal Subject Pronoun with Both Dialects and Its Politeness
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The discussion about the Banjerese Personal Subject Pronoun use is a little bit on whether both speakers of BKD and BHD differ in utilizing the pronouns. Moreover, the use of pronouns are then related to the politeness issue in terms of choice or preference. The reason or background of choosing or preferring certain terms becomes the analysis of each finding.
1. Official Situation In official situations (forum/ discussion and classroom), a few speakers of BKD and BHD differentiate the use of 1 st and 2 nd personal subject pronoun. They occasionally use ulun (I) and pian (you), and at other times they use aku (I) and ikam (you). As for the 2 nd personal subject pronoun, bapak (Mr./Sir) and ibu (Mrs./Madam)are also used. The 3 rd personal subject pronoun used by both speakers for a respected person in official situation is sidin (s/he). The most 1 st personal subject pronoun used is ulun (I). It means that speakers of both dialects have similar sense of appropriateness in choosing the pronoun whether it is in a formal forum and discussion or in the contexts of classroom. The same findings also appear in terms of Banjarese 2 nd and 3 rd personal subject pronoun (Table 4 ). Referring to the findings in Table 4 , Pian and sidin have been chosen the most by the respondents. The use ulun, pian and sidin in an official situation reflects that although the participants or the speakers are of various age and gender, they prefer to choose the most polite form of Banjarese personal subject pronoun. The context or the situation determine the choice of pronoun by the Banjarese speakers with BKD and BHD. In other words, the politeness use of the pronouns has been regulated more by the official situation regardless other considerations like the age and the gender. b. Unofficial Situation Outside the classroom, the 1 st and 2 nd personal subject pronoun which is mostly used is ulun and pian. In unofficial situation like this, the respondents consider that it is still important to maintain the politeness when talking to the lectures as the respected person although it is outside the classroom. BKD and BHD speakers agree that using Ulun (I) and pian (you)as the 1 st and 2 nd personal subject pronoun is applicable in a conversation with an informal situation and respectable interlocutor. The pronoun saya (I), which belongs to Indonesian language, and the terms of address ibu (Mrs./Mam)and bapak (Mr./Sir) are used by two respondents. This might be because they wanted to stress on the importance of showing respect to the interlocutor like in a formal or official context (Table 5 ). There is one respondent stated that she or he uses saya when speaking to the lecturer outside the classroom. Perhaps, she or he does it for the sake of maintaining the formality relationship between a student and a lecturer since saya is not a Banjarese 1 st personal subject pronoun. and 2 nd personal subject pronoun -ulun (I) and pian (you)-the most. The tendency is that the speakers used the pronouns because they want to show the feeling of being close to each other. In addition, the need of showing respect and love feeling is expressed by the use of the pronouns. Aku (I) and ikam (you) are used by 14 persons out of 61 total 61 respondents. These pronouns are probably is use because the couples are of the same age that they speak the language at the same level of politeness. Interestingly, the rudest form of 1 st and 2 nd personal subject pronouns unda (I)
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and nyawa (you) are in use between lovebirds or spouses. In this context, unda (I) and nyawa (you) are not considered rude anymore, but it is more to a habit in the couples' daily interaction. The finding on love-mate is a lot different with the one for personal subject pronoun used between close friends. Aku (I) and ikam (you) are pronouns which are mostly used by both speakers of BKD and BHD. The usage of this second level pronoun might be due to the equal position or condition of the users. They are probably about the same age, origin, background or interest. Unda and nyawa are in the second place for BKD speakers while Ulun (I) and pian (you)are by BHD speakers for the same rank in use. Slang terms like imak and auk are also found among close friends.
Ulun (I) and pian (you)are conventionally used by almost all speakers of BKD and BHD. Strangely though, there is a respondent from BKD admitted using aku (I) and ikam (you) when interacting with their parents just like unda (I) and nyawa (you) used between close friends. Once again, this usage is not intended of being rude, but it more of a habit between the speakers. Terms of address abah (father) and mama (mother) are also functioned as the 1 st and 2 nd personal subject pronoun. Among siblings, the most frequents pronouns used are aku (I) and ikam (you). However, the total number is not dominant, only 54% for BKD speakers and 50% for BHD ones. Ulun (I) and pian (you)are also used by the speakers covering 40% and 37.5% of the total respondents from BKD and BHD speakers. This finding is might be due to the consideration of age difference between siblings. The date are presented in Table 4 .5a below. The findings on the use of 3 rd personal subjective pronouns of Banjarese speakers of BKD and BHD show that inya is very common among boyfriend/girlfriends, spouses, close friends, and siblings. For parents, the pronoun sidin (s/he) is used dominantly although there is terms of address used like mama (mother) and abah (father) or mamaku (my mother) and abahku (my father). This reflects that the use of inya and sidin (both refer to 's/he') really depends on whom the person being talked about is (Table 7) . 
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9 sidin 3 beliau 1 No answer 2 nama 1 No answer 3 Close Friend inya 33 inya 22 sidin 1 by name 2 beliau 1 No answer 2 Parents sidin 32 sidin 21 mamaku, abahku 2 mamaku, abahku 2 mama, abah 1 mama, abah 1 ibu 1 No answer 1 Siblings inya 30 inya 17 sidin 3 sidin 3 kakaku 2 sidin, inya 1 beliau 1 kaka, adding 1 No answer 1 by name 2
d. Social Status
Ulun (I) and pian (you)are the most personal subject pronoun used either by considering marital status or occupation of the interlocutors. It seems that BKD and BHD speakers prioritize the use of this most polite form of Banjarese pronoun when speaking to a person whom they know or do not have the knowledge of the marital status and occupation (Table 8 ). In the case of marital status, there usually is an assumption that someone who has married is already mature and get more respect although sometimes she or he is still very young. As for the job, talking to a person who has worked might also be different in politeness because someone who has had a job is considered more experienced.
The use of aku and ikam is in the second place by the BKD and BHD speakers. This might be possible in the situation where the speakers are in the same level, for example having similar prestigious job or having more or less similar length of marriage years. Related to marital status and occupation of the 3 rd person being talked about, the use of sidin and inya (he, she) is very common among the speakers of BKD and BHD. Even when the speakers do not know the marital status, they use sidin and inya interchangeably. e. Age Almost all of the respondents admitted that they use aku and ikam frequently when talking to friends, siblings and new acquaintances who are similar age and younger. Ulun (I) and pian (you)are used when communicating with older friends, siblings and new acquaintances. Unda (I) and nyawa (you) are also used by a few respondents. It seems that these last two pronouns are very commong among people who are more or less the same age or younger. However, there is a finding that someone still uses unda and nyawa although s/he is talking to friends, siblings and new acquaintances who are older. This might be due to the habit of using this 3 rd level of pronoun. As a result, regardless the age of the interlocutors, that person still uses unda and nyawa. Therefore, aku (I) and ikam (you) are the most favorable ones because they bring neutrality among friends, siblings and new acquaintances.
There is an interesting point from BHD speaker. A respondent admitted that even though s/he talks with friend with similar age, s/he uses the 1 st and 2 nd personal subject pronouns ulun (I), pian (you). The reason maybe that person wants to sound polite and respect the interlocutors. When talking about someone who is older, most of the respondents agreed that they use sidin. However, there are some person stated that they could use inya to someone who older. This might be due to their habit. Furthermore, it is because that someone older is not quite respectable. As a matter of fact, the colleagues just refer him / her by the 2 nd level of 3 rd personal subject pronoun in Banjerese -inya. On the contrary, the result shows that someone who is younger might be referred by sidin by some people. It may happens because that someone younger probably has a good position in the community. For example, he is the new leader of a party or the young director of a company.
Someone older is usually referred as sidin, and someone younger is denoted with inya ( Table 9 ). This data supports that age has a role in determining whether a speaker of BKD or BHD speak with the first or the second level of pronoun politeness in Banjarese. The case of sidin being used for someone younger is an exception which the speaker only wants to sound polite and respectful to the third person being talked about or because the person is of higher position. f. Sex Distinction Interestingly, more respondents used aku, ikam rather than other pronouns. In terms of sex or gender, both male and female of the BHD and BKD speakers use the pronouns aku and ikam the most. This might be because aku and ikam sounds more neutral when talking across genders. When it comes to similar sex conversation, the male and female speakers tend to use unda and nyawa. This is probably triggered by the condition that the speakers belong to the same gender and they feel more comfortable using the 3 rd level of Banjarese 1 st and 2 nd personal subject pronoun. A respondent said that he used the terms like bro, man, coy, dude in their daily conversation. It is probably caused by the same gender that he and the interlocutor belong to. In other words, it is because they are men. g. Others The terms kita ini, saurang ini, and yayang ini, as it can be seen in Table 4 .9, are also used by the Banjarese speakers of BKD and BHD. Kita ini and Saurang ini is applied in the context of casual conversations. Kita ini refer to the speaker oneself when it sounds inappropriate to use the term ulun, aku or unda. For example when that person is talking to a stranger whom s/he meets at a public place. It is more often heard used by men than by women. Saurang ini is often used when a person talks about himself or herself. The slang terms like auk and imak is still surprisingly used among the youth. These expressions are quite similar with Bahasa Walikan used by Malangese people (those who are from Malang, East Java). Another interesting finding is that the people also use ana and ente which are adopted from Arabic. Although the terms are not Banjarese, but they are used among young people who are originally the native speakers of Banjarese. Indirectness also happens in Banjarese use of its personal subject pronoun. Instead of using the direct 2 nd personal subject pronoun, the speaker change it into a term of address Bapak as it in this example:
Mun pian hakun, kita kawa ay mulai langsung.
(If you agree, we can start right away) The speaker might switch the sentence into: Mun Bapak hakun, kita kawa ay langsung mulai.
(If you agree, we can start right away) The reason of switching the personal pronoun into term of address like this is probably due to the intention of showing more deference. As a result, the most polite Banjarese personal pronoun pian is not enough to show the respect.
V. CONCLUSION
The choice on the use of the pronouns is sometimes not rigidly strict to the existing patterns. It is more determined by the relationship of the speakers in a given context. Although unda and nyawa is the most rude form of pronoun in Banjarese, in some familiar contexts they might be used without any feeling of rudeness anymore. It becomes usual between friends, the terms used is considered as not rude. When people used the 3 rd level of politeness of Banjarese, it does not mean that they are impolite. It happens when they feel that they are close enough to the interlocutors.
